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Let X be a vector field on M3 which exhibits a saddle connection between a 
singularityp, and a periodic orbit CJ,. We give necessary conditions and also suf- 
ficient ones in order to have the finite modulus of stability. They rely heavily upon 
restrictions on the behaviour of p, and 0,. e 1986 Academic Press, Inc. 
INTRODUCTION 
It is well known that a diffeomorphismf which exhibits an orbit of 
tangency between the stable and unstable manifolds of periodic orbits is 
not structurally stable. The same situation is observed for flows X, 
generated by a vectorfield X. In fact there are real invariants for topological 
equivalence as we point out in Section 1, so that we have nondenumerable 
classes of equivalence in any neighborhood off or X. 
Even in this case, if it is possible to parametrize the classes of equivalence 
by finitely many parameters, we can obtain a nice description of the 
dynamical systems near f or X. When this happens we say that f or X has 
finite modulus of stability. Of course, a structurally stable vectorlield has 
zero modulus of stability. 
Bifurcations of real dynamical systems are related to this subject as in 
[ 1-8, 18,231 as well as holomorphic vectorfields [9, lo]. 
Namely, bifurcations of one-parameter families X, of vectorfields with 
simple recurrence occur generically (i. e., on a residual set) for vectorlields 
X,, that exhibit a quasi-hyperbolic critical element or else have a quasi- 
transversal saddle connection [ 1, 3,6, 7, 11, 231. 
Modulus for Vectorfields 
Here we examine the modulus of stability for vectorfields on a compact 
3-dimensional manifold A4 that exhibits a quasi-transversal saddle connec- 
tion between the unstable manifold wl(p,) of a singularityp, and the 
stable manifold of a periodic orbit CJ~. 
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FIGURE 1 
We shall need a few definitions in order to state our results. We indicate 
[ 12,22, 251 as general references for basic facts. 
Let X(M) be the space of C” vectorfields endowed with the C” Whitney 
topology. 
Let X be a C” field on M3 which exhibits a singularity p, and a closed 
orbit (r r, both of saddle type, hyperbolic and C*-locally linearizable. The 
last two conditions are open and dense [ 12, 131. So from the generic point 
of view they are not restrictive. Suppose x1 f ia,, with ~1, < 0, and CI*, a3 > 0 
are the eigenvalues associated to p, (then dim WS(a, ) = 2) and 
0 < /?I < 1 < b2 are those corresponding to 0, which has period r. Further- 
more, fV”( p, ) n wS( CI, ) # 0. We shall call D the set of these fields (Fig. 1). 
A topological equivalence between two vectorfields X, X’ on M is a 
homeomorphism h: M + M such that h sends orbits of X into orbits of X’, 
preserving time orientation. If in addition h preserves time, that is, 
hX, = X;h holds, then h is called a conjugation. A vectorfield X is called 
structurally stable if it is equivalent to any nearby vectortield. 
A semilocal equivalence between X and X’ E D shall be an equivalence 
defined from a neighborhood of IV’(p,) onto a neighborhood of wl(p’,). 
52 = Q(X) is the set of non-wandering points; that is, (r E Q if for every 
neighborhood U of 0 and t, > 0 there exists t, > t, such that X,,(U) n 
U # 0. Here 52 will have finitely many critical elements (singularities and 
periodic orbits), also called trivial recurrences. 
An m-chain (for X) is an (m + 1 )-tuple (g, ,..., cr, + , ) of critical elements 
of X such that K’“(ai) - 0; n uIs(oi+ ,) -(TV+, # 0 (1 <i < m). In this case 
we say that the chain begins at 6, and ends at o, + , . An m-chain for 
(u’, cr”) is an m-chain such that there exists j, 1 sj 5 m, for which ui = ,J’ 
and (T,, , = 0”. An m-cycle is an m-chain for which cr, = aj+ , . The 
behaviour beh(o,, 02) of c1 and g2 is the cardinality of the longest chain 
which begins at 6, and ends at g2, whenever it exists. 
The relevant chains for us are the “m-chains for (p, , (T, ).” We will refer 
to them simply as “m-chains.” Any other case shall be specified. Let 
XEA,cD if: 
(a) Q(X) has finitely many orbits; 
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(b) Q(X) has only trivial recurrences, all of them hyperbolic; 
(c) all invariant manifolds meet transversally except for IV”(p,) and 
WTa,). 
An X-orbit 0 is a saddle connection if both a(o) and W(O) are saddle- 
type critical elements. In this case 
a I= W(a(a)) n W(w(a)). 
Observe that even if XE A r it could have infinitely many saddle connec- 
tions for which w is IV( pr ) or a is tV”(a, kfor example, if X exhibits a 
chain (p, , rr, , (TV, a,), where a2 and a3 are saddle-type periodic orbits and 
all the corresponding invariant manifolds meet transversally. 
We can now state 
THEOREM A. Let X E A,, and have finite modulus of equivalence. Then 
(a) There are jinitely many saddle connections in W( p, ) or W”( a 1 ). 
(b) beh(a,p,)sl and beh(a,, a’) 5 1 for a, a’ saddle-type critical 
elements. 
(c) There are no cycles for p, or a,. 
(d) Any chain for (p,, al) has at most six elements. Moreover if (p3, 
p2,~~, al, a2, a3) is one of these chains, then either p2 or a2 is not a periodic 
orbit. 
Let A, c A, be the set of fields X such that: 
(a) G(X) has no cycles. (Hence it is G-stable by [21].) 
(b) Any chain for (p,, a,) has at most five elements. 
(c) X is linearizable on neighborhoods of the critical elements in chains 
for (PIN aI). 
We now state 
THEOREM B. Zf X E A, then X has finite modulus of equivalence. 
Remark. As will be seen in the proof, the existence of a 6-chain (p3, p2, 
pl, ar, a2, a3) determines the infiniteness of the modulus of stability by 
conjugation. The finiteness of the modulus of stability in Theorem A(d) 
remains undetermined, but in Proposition 7 we see that we can c’- 
approximate X by a field Y with infinitely many tangencies between W”(p2) 
and wS(az). 
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1. THE SEMILOCAL INVARIANT~ 
A fence F is a surface transversal to w”(p,) and to the flow, such that 
Fn w”(p, ) is a fundamental domain of w”(p, ). In the locally linearizing 
coordinates, a cylinder will be a fence. For R a curve in F, and Z, a section 
transversal to the flow at g,, a spiral E is any connected component of 
2, n (X,(R), I 2 0) (the positive saturated set of R). When R is a straight 
line in linearizing coordinates, we call E a linear spiral. Any connected 
component S of E- Ws(a,) is called a sector. Let rc2: Z, + lV”(a,) be the 
projection on W”(a, ) in the linearizing coordinates ( yl, yJ of Z, . To each 
“upper” sector Sj in E we associate its maximum ej, that is, the maximum 
of 7c2(Sj). This induces a canonical order between the “upper” sectors. We 
now establish the main invariant by semilocal equivalence; that is, for 
XED, let 
p=p(X)=3. 
a2 ln P2 
PROPOSITION 1. Let E c C, be a linear spiral, { S,}ieN the ordered 
sectors of E, ei the maximum of each sector, 
Then 
lim e,l”/e,A” = 1. 
(m. II) - + co 
Proof: Consider 4: A + Z:, the Poincare diffeomorphism determined by 
the flow, where /1 is a plane parallel to W(p,) in the linearized domain of 
p,. We choose coordinates (x,, x2) in /1 such that x, = 0 corresponds to 
T co,o.U,(~ n ~(0)~~ and x2 = k, is perpendicular to X, = k,. If 
4 = (d,, &) in the coordinates of Z, we have 
$O,O)=O 
I 
and hence 
fg (0,O) # 0. 
2 
As the equation of S, is 
lnp-a,8/a,=lnp,-a,/a, ((n-l)<B<n?r) 
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the equation of S,,, shall be 
lnp-cc,0/cr,=Inp,-a,8,/cr,+271(m-n)G1,/a2 
in the polar coordinates of A. 
A little calculation expressing C$ in polar coordinates finishes the 
proof. 1 
The next proposition proves the invariance of p under semilocal 
equivalences. 
PROPOSITION 2. Take X, x’ E D and h a semilocal equivalence between 
them, 
P(X) = 03. 
Proof: Let E be a linear spiral for the vectorfield X, 
CE W(a,)nE,. 
Let {S,,},, >, be an ordered sequence of the upper sectors of E and - 
n;‘(c)nS,#@ VnEN. 
Define 
N,,(J% ~~l(~~)y S,)= # {sj/s,n X-,,((~F’(c)) + 0, ~ZP}, PEN. 
We see easily that N, < + co. It follows, too, that there exists k, E N for 
which 
INAE, 71~ ’ (~,),S,)-N,(E,nz’(c,),S,)l~k, VmeN. 
By a similar argument there exists k, E N for which 
IN,@, , q’(c), St) - N,(E,, q’(c) S:)l 5 k, ‘#mEN, 
where E, and Ez are two different spirals. 
We claim that 
lim N,(E, G’(C), S,) 27m, =-. 
,?I - + m m a2 ln b2 
In fact, from Proposition 1 we derive 
n2(ep) 2 Nm+‘scfly5~ (e )lNnl 2 P 
for p big enough. Hence, take logarithms 
t [ln(7c,(e,))+lnI-lnc] 5 -lnI%+lnP25i [ln7c2(ep)-Inc]. 
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This proves that 
AS the sequences 
{N,(E, G’(C), Sp}meN and {NmE GYC), w}mEN 
differ by a limited sequence, our claim holds. 
We can also define N,,, for RcC, a continuous curve transversal to 
W(O,), xc,(R)>6>0, N,(E, R, S,)= # {Sj/S,nx-,(R)f~,j~Pp), and 
IN,,,(E, R S,> - N,(E, +W, S,)l 5 k for mzm,. 
For E;=h(E) we take two linear spirals E’, and E; such that the 
associated fibers in the fence F (a cylinder) intersect D”(p;) along nearby 
points. 
In the same way, we choose c,, c2 E Wu(a’,) such that 
Cl 2 4wl, y;) > c2 > 0 
for ( y; , y;) E h(R) sufficiently near W’“(a; ). 
Then the inequality 
N’(E;, n;-‘(c2), S;‘)z N;(E;, h(R), S;‘) 2 N,(E;, n;-‘(q), S;‘) 
holds, and consequently 
lim NXE;, h(R), S;‘, = lim NXE;, n;-‘(q), s;‘) _ - pf. 
m - co m m-m m 
But 
Hence 
2. THE RIGIDITY OF THE EQUIVALENCE 
Propositions 3 and 4 in this section show that a semilocal equivalence 
between two vectorfields in D must be quite rigid when the invariant p of 
Section 1 is irrational. 
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PROPOSITION 3. Let X, x’ E D and h be a semilocal equivalence between 
them: If p( =p’) 4 Q then hJW”(a,) n ,Z’;, is logarithmically linear. 
Proof. Take a linear spiral E c C, , and S,, n 2 1, the sequence of its 
ordered upper sectors. We identify e, and h(e,) with their images by rrz and 
rc; when it is necessary. Let e, and ei, be absolute maxima of S, and 
Sk = h(S,). We claim that if 
en,. 8? v z then 4,, . Pi”” i-+m h(z). 
This happens because 
h(e,J i 4, and h(e,,) P?“S ei,P? 
so that h(z) 5 lim;, 7c ek,/?im’. 
For the same reasons 
and consequently 
h(z) = !ir~~ e:,; fl? = hm e:,; pi”‘. 
.j- fru j+ +a2 
Let err,., be the maximum of Si+,! ,,,. Suppose now e ,,,,, . /XJ’,f -., z, which 
implies 
For .i big enough, we have e,,,,, E e,,,,,,;l’. Then e,,,,,~~‘.~ + zlli and a routine 
calculation shows that 
In fact 
i”h(z) = A” lim e~,,,p;ml~~ = lim e~,,,,~;~l., 
j- t’x j- +cc 
= h(ni jJya e,,,,j?) = h(l’z). 
Because h/W(a,)nC, is a conjugation, we get 
h ; =;h(z) 
0 2 Bz 
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and combining our equations, 
If p+# Q then ‘dre R 3 a sequence (rnj(r), nj(r)) such that L”~cr)/3qcr’ -+ ; 
therefore h(z,/r) = h(z,,)/#, where /I = In B,/ln B;, and h is logarithmically 
linear. 1 
In order to obtain the rigidity of an equivalence h on D”, we observe that 
in the linearized cylindrical coordinates the orbits of w”(p,) are given by 
lnp-:B=lnp,-zB,=k,. 
Then to each orbit in w”(p,) we associate the angle f30 (mod 2x) with 
which it intersects {p = 1 }. In this way, a semilocal equivalence h induces a 
map 
where the orbit passing through (1, 0) E IV@,) (polar coordinates) 
corresponds by h to the orbit passing through h( 1, (3) = (1, g(8)). 
PROPOSITION 4. In this case, z is a rotation. 
ProoJ: Take polar coordinates in A, as in Proposition 1, with 
(0 =0} = {x, =O}. With the same calculation, we can see that the maxima 
of the spiral E occur approximately along the same direction, i. e., 
arctg( - a 1 IX*). 
Therefore, if E, and E, are two linear spirals given by 
In p -2 6’= ki mod(2rccr,,,,) (i= 1, 2) 
we get lim, _ + oc rc,(e!,)/rr,(et) = ekl-k2 for el the maxima of the “upper” 
sectors of Ei (i = 1,2) supposing e: 2 ez 2 e,!, + , . 
Now take sequences 
{&,ljc NV inj>je rm (i= 1,2) 
such that ef,JT jj+ +ao wi, which implies ez,P;“’ -+j+ +co w;. From 
eL,ll 9 + , _ m ekl we derive L”‘lpl;, + wi/ekC and ;I”‘l/I;n, -+ wl/e”;. From this, 
we get that (wl/eki)B = wj/ekl (i, j= 1, 2). Hence wls/wi= eSkipkl. But, as 
hlw”(a,)nC, is logarithmically linear wiB/w, = w$~/w* so that 
eki ~ kl - - ekiek* And replacing this equality in the equations of the spirals, 
we are done. ‘I 
505/65/3-i 
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3. RESTRICTIONS ON BEHAVIOUR: THEOREM A 
We can derive several relevant consequences from the rigidity properties 
established in Section 2. 
In fact, suppose p $ Q. 
Take D” a fundamental domain of lV”(a,) n C, and {zi, ,,..., zi. m} c D” 
points of the saddle connections between ?V”(a, ) and IV(oi) (i # 1). Con- 
sider the corresponding objects for a field x’ equivalent to X under h. Then 
h 1 l+‘“(a, )n C, is logarithmically linear and we must have 
or 
COROLLARY 5. Zf (z,~~,...,z~,~} c D” are points of the saddle connections 
between W”(a,) and W,(o,) then there are at least m real invariants p(i, j) 
for the existence of an equivalence. 
In the same way, let D” be a fundamental domain in wS(p,), which we 
may assume to be the circle (p = 1 }. Let (( 1, O,,),..., (1, Oi,,)} c D” be 
points of the saddle connections between wS(p, ) and IV”(o,) (i 2 2). Con- 
sider the analogous objects for a field x’ equivalent to X. Then if h is an 
equivalence it will induce a rotation between D” and D’“. Hence we must 
have 
n(i,j)=8i,j-ei,o=e:,.i-e:,,=n’(i,j) 1 Sjsrn. 
COROLLARY 6. Let ((1, Bi,O) ,..., (1, O;,,)} c D” be as abooe. Then there 
are at least m real invariants for the existence of an equivalence, namely 
A(i, j) = A’(i, j) (1 <j<m) 
Proof of Theorem A. We may assume, taking a small perturbation of 
the field if necessary, that the semilocal invariant p of Section 1 is not 
rational. Thus by Corollaries 5 and 6 if p # Q, each new saddle connection 
gives rise to a new invariant, at least; so (a) holds. If (x, , x2, p,) is a chain, 
IV’(xi) intersects w”(p,) along infinitely many orbits, because of the trans- 
versality between invariant manifolds. Therefore either xi is a source of 
there are infinitely many moduli of equivalence. Similarly, for chains 
(o,, xi, x2)x2 must be a sink. Now we prove (c): if (p,, a,,~,) is a cycle, 
we get homoclinic points for 0, . The existence of a cycle (x, , pi, 6,) xl ) 
means the existence of homoclinic points for x, . Longer cycles are forbid- 
den because of (a) and (b). 1 
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Let XEA, and (P~,P~,P,,G,,~~,G~) be a 6-chain for (pl,gl). 
Necessarily p3 and c3 cannot be saddles, if X has finite modulus. But 
PROPOSITION 7. Let X be as before. Then X can be approximated in the 
C’ topology by fields Z with infinitely many tangencies. 
Proof: (Part of this proof was suggested by F. Takens.) Let 
$: R + [0, 11, C” be a bump function II$II,. 5 M, + = 1 on a neighborhood 
of 0, Ii/(x) E 0 for 1x12 1, with the ball B[O, l] contained in the domain of 
linearization L of p, . Call II/ 1 = I++. Define 
yA.l(x?Y~z)=~ Yz-“ay (vQl(~)ll/l(Y)ILl(Z)) 
(” “> 
a vectorfield on M3, zero on M - L. Observe that Q(X+ YJ = Q(X) and 
W(p,, X+ Yl)c W(a,, X+ Y,) because (Y,, a/&) =O. 
As W(a,, X+ Y,) n z’, does not change with I, we may take 
Z,E W(a,)n W”(o,)nC, and a disk R of W(o,)nC, around z,. Let 
E(1) be a spiral on z, defined by W’“(p,, X+ Y,). Then we define 
N,(E(A), R, s,(n)) which varies with 1. For J. small enough, s,(n) will be 
near S,(O). In this sense, a point of discontinuity of N, shall be a point 
of tangency between W”(p,, X + YJ and W(a,, X + Y,). These points 
exist for p(X+ YA) = 27ca,/(a, + 2) In /?* changes with 1, and p = 
lim m _ +,(N,/m) as seen before. So some N, must change. Accordingly 
take i, such that X+ Y,, has a tangency and I, M < 42. Now our field 
Z, =X+ Y,, is e/2-C’ near X and has a tangency between W”(p,, Z,) 
and W(a,, Z,). 
Now let r be the distance between the orbit of tangency and p,, and let 
$z(X)=t,b(2X/r,). Define 
and consider Z, + Y,, 2. 
This field continues to exhibit the tangency of Z, as Y,, z is zero on this 
orbit. Repeating our arguments, there exists 2, such that Z+ Y,, has a new 
tangency and 1,(4M/rT) 5 ~14. 
Inductively, we construct fields Z, = Z,- 1 + YA, which exhibit n tangen- 
cies at distances rl > r2 > . . . > rn from pI . They have the same critical 
points and are identical on M - L. These Z, E X(M) and converge in the C 
topology to a field ZE C” on M, a fact that is easy to prove. Z has 
infinitely many tangencies between W(o,, Z) and W”(p,, Z) and is E - C 
near X. # 
Note. Observe that these tangencies are parabolic. 
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These tangencies give rise to new moduli of equivalence, in case pr and 
(T* are closed orbits. In fact, the situation is analogous to the one treated in 
[8, Sect. 21 for diffeomorphisms. 
So we get the following: 
COROLLARY 8. Let XEA, and haoe 6-chain (p3, p2, p,, CJ,, oz, CJ~), 
where pz and o2 are closed orbits. Then X has infinite moduli of equivalence. 
Proof Let ZE X(M) be the E - C’ near X field constructed in 
Proposition 7 which exhibits infinitely many orbits of parabolic tangency 
between W”(p,; Z) and M/“j(cr,; Z). 
Reparameterizing, if necessary, X and all fields in a neighborhood, we 
can consider that p2(X) and a,(X) have period 1. We can also take trans- 
versal sections C(p2) and ,Y(o,) for all fields in a neighborhood of X. 
Let D”(p,) c W’“(p2)nC(p,) be a fundamental domain and 
w, E D”(p,) n Ws(a,) be the points of tangency between W”(p2) and 
W(a*). 
Then we define T,(p,, rr2, w, , wi) (the quotient of the normal 
derivatives). This number is an invariant by topological equivalence, or a 
modulus of equivalence, for each i E N, i 2 2. For details see [8, Sect. 2-J. 
The existence of infinitely many tangencies results in the same number of 
moduli, thus establishing the result. 1 
4. SUFFICIENT CONDITIONS FOR FINITE MODULUS FIELDS WITH ~-CHAINS 
In this section we prove Theorem B for fields XE D such that any chain 
for (p,, a,) has length 4; that is, their expression is (q3, p, , (T, , a,), where 
o3 is a source and rr2 is a sink (Fig. 2). 
FIGURE 2 
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Because of the results of the last section, we recall the definition of 
A,.XEA,CA, if 
(a) any chain for (p, , cr ,) has at most five elements, and 
(b) all the critical elements are Cz linearizable. 
THEOREM 9. Let X, x’ E A, and suppose that 
(a) they are E - C’ near, 
(b) P@‘)=P(~), and 
(c) any chain for (p, , 0, ) has at most four elements. 
Then they are topologically equivalent. 
Proof: It is clear that if X exhibits only 4-chains, there is a C 
neighborhood of it such that any nearby x’ will be Morse-Smale or else 
belong to A,. And if X,X’EA*, for analogous reasons their phase 
diagrams shall be isomorphic. 
The proof shall begin by construction of a semilocal equivalence h in a 
neighborhood of W”(pI). Then we shah extend h to all of M’ using the 
methods in [20]. 
Take in L cylindrical coordinates (p, 8, z), where {z = 0} = W;,,(p,), 
{p=O}= W&,(p,), {z>0,x=y=0}= W(pl)n W(a,)nL. 
Suppose (~51, zsl}cL and ~I,=X,,({psl, z=l})cC,, 
reparametrizing X if necessary. 
Consider 
given by 
n,~‘(e,)=((p,e,z)/p=1,e=e,,z<l) (trivial libration). 
In C, take IQ: C, + W”(a,)nZ, given by 
7t,1(wo)= {w=wo} (trivial tibration). 
Consider the analogous objects for x’. 
We begin our proof by constructing a semilocal equivalence h. Then we 
shall extend h to all of M3 approximately as in [20]. As in Proposition 1, 
let A = {p 5 1, z= 1 }, with coordinates (x,, x,), (0, p) and consider 
II/ = ($, , $2): n -+ Z, induced by the flow. We want to see that spirals 
X,(A; ‘(0,)) n X,(/i ) tangenciate the fibers of 7c2 along a curve C, , differen- 
tiable and unique. 
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As each spiral is given by In p - (CC, /tx2) 8 = a, we examine the equation 
0 = % (a,e”l”‘“Z cos s, age11”‘“2 sinS) 
= aoew/12 
K 5coss--sins * @2 ! ax, 
+ 
( 
zsins+coss w2 ) 1 ax . 2 (9.1) 
Since 
g (0,O) = 0, 
1 
g(O,O)fO, 
2 
the factor ((cI, /a2) sin s + cos S) must be approximately zero for the 
solutions of the equation, for p(s) = a0eZ’.Y’a2 small enough, that is, 
s - arctg( - aJa r ). We calculate 
$ (p(s) cos s, p(s) sins) 
=p(s) zcoss-sins 
( ) 
~+4p(r)P0 
for points satisfying (9.1). This follows because if 
then 
5sins+coss -0 
a2 > 
for the same S. 
As d2t+b,Jds2 #0 and because of the continuous dependence on a,, it 
follows, by the Implicit Function Theorem, that locally each curve of 
tangency is unique and differentiable. 
The differentiability on (0,O) follows because s -+ I, _ ,, arctg( - a2/a, ). 
The uniqueness of the curve is a consequence of the fact that on the 
“upper” sectors, the critical points of $Jp(s), s) are all extrema of the same 
type (maxima); hence unique. 
Let us begin to define the homeomorphism h. 
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For the sake of simplicity, we identify 8 = 0 and 8’ = 0. Then define 
h(p = 1, 0, 1) = (p’ = 1, 8’ = 8, z’ = 1). This induces a correspondence 
between the spirals in n and /i’, which together with the condition 
h( C, ) = C; define h uniquely along C, . 
For our purposes we need II(/~) c /i and to preserve zq and rr; in a 
neighborhood of C’, . In order to do so, take (y , , yz) E C1 and associate the 
fiber 
to the fiber 
These three facts (preservation of spirals, curves of tangency, and segments 
transversal to C, , C’,) define h uniquely on a neighborhood U, of C, . 
Extend h to X- 1( U,) = U, and to U,, =X,( U,) n Z, by conjugation. 
We want to prove that h(y,,,, y2) converges (to a logarithmically linear 
application). Therefore observe the second coordinate: 
A little calculation concludes that h(p, t9) = (pp’e’i’zicO’-“l, 0’) along C,. As 
p =y II 2 
i 
p&o O)+O J? 
2 ax2 9 ( > 82 '
we conclude 
Hence lim,, _ + oD n;(h( y,, “, y2)) = Ay{‘, where 8 = In P;/ln fi2 and 
A = ,clr;laiKw+fw)1 !g (0, 0) alClz (0 0) 
2 [ax2 9 I-“‘> 
as we wished to prove. 
Now we are concerned with a modification of rr; “between” U; and V2. 
Applying the same techniques of [2] and the last conclusion, we get a new 
7~; where each fiber is piecewise linear and 
Wdn; ‘(0, ~2))) = AY!‘; 
i. e., n; is compatible with h and rc2. 
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Let US return to L. Extend h to {p s 1, 0 5 ,- 5 1 } by arc length between 
U, and C, which is continuous by our previous constructions. 
At this point we remember the techniques in [20], and the differen- 
tiabilityofhandh~‘onC-W”(p,)andon(W”(a,)-a,)nC,toendour 
proof. 1 
Now we prove 
THEOREM B. If XE A, and every chain for (p, , CJ, ) has at most .four 
elements, then it has finite modulus qf equivalence. 
Proof: There is a neighborhood U of X such that 
(a) X is Q-equivalent to every YE U; 
(b) if all critical elements r~,( Y) meet IV”(ai(X) transversally then so 
do 
W(Oi( Y)) and w"(Oj( y)). 
Take a family F(I) = X+ Y, as in Proposition 7. Then for V open c U 
small enough every YE V either is equivalent to F(‘(n,) for some II, (because 
of the last theorem) or is Morse-Smale. 
Suppose now Y is Morse-Smale. Then there are at most two possible 
equivalence classes in a neighborhod of X, as is easily seen from the proof 
in [20]. 
Hence the equivalence classes in V are described by F(J) and two more 
vectorfields. 1 
5. SUFFICIENT CONDITIONS FOR FINITE MODULUS. 
FIELDS WITHOUT ~-CHAINS 
We proved Theorem B for fields with chains of length 4. In the case 
where X exhibits a 5-chain for (p,, G,) the proof is more complicated. 
First, there shall appear new moduli. Second, the fibrations which we con- 
structed along that proof shall be different. But except for these two 
modifications, the method shall be essentially the same. 
We recall the invariants p(i,j) and n(i, j) from Corollaries 5 and 6. To be 
consistent with the notation for the invariants we introduce here, denote 
p,(U) = p(U), h(i,j) = 4&j). 
As the maximum length for chains for (p, , cr,) is 5, there are two 
possibilities: 
(a) a( W(p,)-p,) is a source, or else 
(b) w( IV(a,) -a,) is a sink or two. 
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Call (TV (2 5 is Ii) the saddle-type singularities and ci (Z; + 1 2 i S 12) the 
saddle-type periodic orbits such that IV’“(a,)n wS(o,)#@ (case (a)) or 
Ws(pl)n lV”(oj)#@ (case (b)). In either case let Y; be the number of 
orbits in these intersections. 
The new moduli p*(i,j)(l, + 1 5 i 5 I,, 1 Ijl ri) arise from the obstruc- _ _ 
tion of the extension of h to a neighborhood of cri (I, + 1 5 i 5 I,), that is, 
the saddle-type periodic orbits. The reason is the differentiability of 
hl W”(a,)nZ, -c, and hlP(p,) for ~$4. 
From now on, we state and prove the results for case (b), that is, 
w( IV”(ai)-a,) is a sink or two. For the other case the results are 
analogous and the proof of the theorem is slightly different. 
First we state a proposition concerning necessity of the invariants 
P2(iJ: 
PROPOSITION. Suppose X, X’ E A,. Let 0; he a saddle-type periodic orbit 
such that W(pl)n W’“(O,)#~ and {w ,,..., w,,}=P(p,)n W”(ai). Zfh is 
an equivalence between X and X’ then 
(a) p2(i, 1) = pcl;(i, 1) (the eigenvalues associated to W(o,) and 
Wd)); 
(b) Pz(&~) = T2(01, ci, WI > Wi) = ‘2(fl; 3 Oit W;, W!) = PL;(kj) (25 
j 5 ri) (the “normal derivatives” associated to each new orbit in the intersec- 
tion). 
Proof Use the methods in Sections 2 and 3 and [8]. 1 
Now we can state 
THEOREM 10. Let X, X’ E A2 and be E - C” near. Suppose: 
(a) P=P’; 
(b) p,(i,j)=$,(i,j), 1 si=<l,, 1 gjsr;; 
(c) ~~(i,j)=l*;(i,j), I, + 1 sislz, 1 sjsr;; 
(d) their phase diagrams are isomorphic. 
Then the-y are topologically equivalent. 
Proof: As in Theorem 9 we shall begin by constructing a semilocal 
equivalence h in a neighborhood of W”(p, ). Then we shall extend h to all 
of M” using the methods in [20]. 
We reparameterize C* all periodic orbits to period 1. Consider all 
singularities and periodic orbits C2 linearized in a neighborhood. For the 
singularities (TV we define fences C;, transversal to the corresponding 
2-invariant submanifold. 
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Again we reparametrize C2 in order to get: If 
x~D;n W(oi)- W’“(p,) 
there exists a neighborhood V of x, Vc Ci, such that X,(V) c Zi for some 
fundamental domain 0; in Wu(aj). 
If x E 0; n fV’“(aj) - lV”(p,) there exists a neighborhood V of X, Vc Zi, 
such that X- r( V) c Ci for some fundamental domain D; in wS(cri). 
Define trivial fibrations 
where V; is a neighborhood of o’i (1r >= iz 2) or Vy is a neighborhood of 
ci n Ci in Ci (1, >= i 2 I, + 1). Then it is possible to define rc; : F+ 
wS(p, ) E C2 compatible with all 7~; (I2 4 i 2 2). 
Again we shall prove that there is a unique curve of tangencies C, 
between the spirals defined by the saturation of (n;))‘(x) and the trivial 
fibration 7c2: V”nC, + W”(o,)nC,. Using the same notation as that of 
Theorem 9, the expression of ~1; in the cylindrical coordinates is 
(q-‘(x)= ((1, P(s), 4) 
because WU(a,) intersects w”(p,) transversally. 
We examine g(s) = &(s-‘~“~, p(s) - (a&x3) In S, 1 ), that is, the image of 
a spiral in /1 by 4 = (#r, 4*): /i + C, , the corresponding Poincart: trans- 
form. 
The points of tangency satisfy the equation 
where 
4’ ~,(s)=a, toss-acc,sins+cc,ssins--, 
ds 
r2(s) = CI, sin s + u2 cos s - a3s cos s -. 
ds 
For small p and hence small s we have 
(10.1) 
This means r2 -0 if dg/ds=O. Consequently tg SN -aJa, and rz(s) - 
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- (c(f + a$) cos s for points satisfying (10.1). Let us calculate d*g/ds* on such 
points: 
for K > 0. (10.2) 
For points satisfying (10.1) the signal of d*g/ds* depends only on 
r , (a4,/ax,), which is preserved. 
Then all critical points of g(s) are extrema of the same type, yielding 
unicity of the curve. The differentiability on wl(p,) nZ, follows as in 
Theorem 9. 
The following steps consist of the semilocal definition of the 
homeomorphism. Assume we have performed the same constructions for 
x’. 
Carry out the beginning of the definition by steps: 
(a) Define h ) w”(p,) n F as the unique possible rotation because of 
Proposition 4 and hypothesis (b). 
(b) This definition induces a correspondence between fibers in F 
given by h(n,“)-‘(x) = (71:))‘(h(x)) VXG IV@,) n F and consequently a 
correspondence between spirals in neighborhoods of C, and C;. 
(d) Now we require h(C,) c C’, , which completely defines h along C, 
because of (b). 
(d) The observation above induces a unique correspondence between 
the fibers of rc2 and rr;. Namely, if (y,,y*)~ C, then 
W,,wLY*))= b4-1wtY,~Y2)~. 
(e) The two last considerations yield a definition of h on a 
neighborhood U, c C, of C,. 
(f) Extend h I U, to U, = X_ ,( U,) c /1 and to U, = X,( U,) by con- 
jugation. 
(g) Extend hi U, to the solid cylinder whose border is F, by arc 
length. 
In order to extend the definition of h to all of 2, it is necessary to change 
the fibers of xi as in Theorem 9. They will be piecewise linear, and horizon- 
tal in neighborhoods of X,,(Cj). We shall be allowed to carry out such a 
modification verifying that the applications h, = h 1 U, converge to a 
(logarithmically linear) function defined along WU(a,) n C, . This will hap- 
pen because 7c;I behaves as a trivial fibration; so h 1 F will define the germ of 
a log-linear application on @‘“(p, )n C, . Then h ) C, , when iterated by con- 
jugation, shall converge to the desired function. 
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Indeed the fibers of 7~; are given by (1, ~(3, rO)) for 9: [ - 1, 1 ] x 
[0,2n] --$ R E C*, where t, = ~(0, tO) is the angle corresponding to the fiber 
on W(p,). The associated spirals of A satisfy the equation 
In p - 2 6 = -2 q(.s, t,). 
Suppose C,=X-,(C,) is given by (p, e(p), l), where 0(p) dpdO 
arctg( - cr&,). Compare the intersection of a spiral with C, and its image 
2 In p -2 In p’ = v](s, t) - ~‘(s’, t’) + 0(p) - &(p’). 
Observe that: 
(a) B(p) - W(p’) -+ arctg( -~/a,) - arctg( --&/LX;); 
(b) uniformly q(s, t) - $(s’, t’) +,,, ,, +0 to, the angle of the rotation 
given by hi Fn W(p,). 
Hence, for p small enough, 
Now take a sequence 
h,,b*) = 4@(Y,,,,? Y2)L where (Y~.,~, y2) E u,,. 
The notation is legitimate because each fiber is horizontal on U,,, i. e., 
examine only the case in which (y,, ,!, y, ) E X,( C,). To complete the proof 
of the convergence of h, proceed as in Theorem 9. 
Now we are able to see which are the classes of equivalence in a 
neighborhood of XEA, where o( W”(o,(X))--o,(X)) has only sinks, and 
how we can parameterize them. 
For the sake of simplicity we examine only the case for which W”(o,) n 
W(p,) has exactly one orbit for all I, >= i 2 2. 
THEOREM B. Zf XE A, (no 6-chains) then it has finite modulus of 
equivalence. 
Proof: Take a neighborhood U of X where it is Q-stable. 
Using the same type of argument as in Proposition 7 we define families 
of fields G, Fi, ,( A), Hi, j, M;, j, M: j in a neighborhood of XE X(M). 
(I) G c A, is the family described by the parameters of Theorem 10. 
(II) F, ,(A) (I,2 ill, + 1, JE IV/~-‘) verifies: 
(a) cri(Fi, ,(A)) is the periodic orbit corresponding to a,(X). 
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(b) There exist exactly j, orbits of transversal intersection between 
p(a,(Fi,,)) and w”(O,(Fi,,)) (1,2~22). 
(c) There exists only one nontransversal orbit in W”(a,(F,,,)) n 
w”(o,(F, J) and it is quasi-transversal. 
Cd) ln P,(Oi(Fi A4Mn h(ol(Fi,AA))) = 4 where ~I((T;) is the 
stable eigenvalue associated to rri. 
(III) Hi,, (I, 2 iz 2, JE N’2-‘). 
(a) There exist exactly j,, orbits of transversal intersection in 
J+Y~,(F,J))~ w(al(Fi,J)) (I2 2P22). 
(b) There exists only one orbit of nontransversal intersection in 
W”(a,(F,, J)) n IP(a,(F,, J)) and it is quasi-transversal. 
(c) 6, (Hi J) is the singularity associated to a,(X). 
Observe that in cases (II) and (III), (j,-j,I 5 1. 
(IV) k& is a family of only two nonequivalent Morse-Smale vec- 
torfields near Fi; JJ). They are nonequivalent because the quasi-transversal 
intersection of FJA) was turned transversal either by avoiding wS(oi) or 
by intersecting it twice. 
(V) M: J is also a family of only two Morse-Smale vectorfields, near 
Hi,J. They are nonequivalent for the same reasons as (IV). 
We claim that fields Y which are E - C” (actually E - C’) near X have at 
most one tangency and it is quasi-transversal. 
In case w”(~,(x’))c w”(o,(X’)) this is obvious. For the other case, 
express W;,,(a,(X’)) as the graph of a function F, of W;,,(o,(X)), IIFlllr 5 E 
and a sector of II’” (I, 2 iz 2) as the graph of a function Fz of 
W&&a,(X)). The points of tangency must verify 
F,(x) = F,(x) 
F;(x) = F*(x), 
As in Theorem 10, (F, -F,)” preserves its signal along these points and 
the same argument holds. 
We use [8,24], Theorem 10, and the proof of [20] to prove that these 
families really exhaust the classes of equivalence around X. 
Remark on Fields with 6-Chains. As we proved above, in order to 
classify the classes of equivalence around fields that exhibit a chain 
(~3TPIT Clr g2), where (TV and o3 are saddle-type periodic orbits, we shall 
need infinitely many real parameters. (Using the same proof we see that all 
of these fields has infinite moduli of conjugation, whether rr2 and o3 are 
periodic orbits or not.) 
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For fields such that either CI( W(p,)) or o( W”(a, )) contains no saddle- 
type periodic orbit there is at least one more parameter which we must 
take into account. In any case we stress that one more invariant must be 
considered. Namely, if h 1 W”(CJ,) n C, is a fixed logarithmically linear 
application it shall induce a unique rotation on h 1 D”(p,) whose angle is a 
new invariant. The proof is similar to the one concerning p,(i, j) or E.,(i, j) 
in Section 3. 
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